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Abstract

A �nite drop of uid with large viscosity � and density � is initially at
rest hanging under gravity g from the underside of a solid boundary. The
initial con�guration may be of a general boundary shape, with (vertical)
maximum length L(0) = L0 and (horizontal) maximum width w0. The
subsequent motion, drop length L(t) as a function of time t, and boundary
shape is determined both by a slender-drop approximate theory (for w0 <<
L0) and by an exact �nite-element calculation. The slender-drop theory
is derived both by Lagrangian and Eulerian methods. A wall boundary
layer is identi�ed, and empirical corrections made to the Trouton viscosity
appearing in the slender-drop theory to account for this layer. When inertia
is neglected, there is a crisis at a �nite time t = t� = O(�=(�gL0)), such
that L(t) ! 1 as t ! t�, this time being related to the time of break-o�
and entry of the drop into free fall. When the break point falls outside of
the wall boundary layer, its location and hence the fraction of the original
drop which falls can be obtained directly from the slender-drop theory, and
is con�rmed by the �nite-element computations.

1 Introduction

An inverted spoonful of honey may appear to take several seconds to begin
to move, but then at an ever-increasing rate it forms itself into a drop, which
falls quite quickly under gravity. If its consistency is smooth, and no barrier
intrudes, the honey drop will fall almost freely, though remaining connected
to the spoon by a very �ne and long continually-extending �lament. Figure 1
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Figure 1: Sequence in the fall of an axisymmetric honey drop from a spherical-cap
spoon. (a) t = 0, (b) t = 20, (c) t = 35, (d) t = 40, (e) t = 41, (f) t = 42.

shows some frames from a simulation of this ow, computed using a �nite-
element program to be discussed later; the full MPEG movie is available on
the Web, see [31].

The events so described and illustrated occur in a �nite time. That time
is essentially independent of how far the drop is allowed to fall, the �nal
free-fall time being very short compared to the time during which viscous
forces dominate while the drop is being formed. We shall refer to this as the
�nite-time phenomenon, and to the time at which fall occurs as the crisis

time.
Dripping honey is just one commonly observed example of a class of

motions which can be described as extensional ows [2]. Others include
spinning and drawing of polymer or glass �bres for use in textiles, glass
reinforced plastics, or optical �bres [7, 8, 9], and web spinning by spiders
and insects; continuous drawing of sheet glass [9]; glass-blowing and blow-
moulding in the manufacture of containers, light bulbs, and glass tubing
[9, 23]; rheological measurement by �bre extension and �bre spinning for
polymers and glasses [17, 26]; and in geophysics examples in the areas of
oil recovery (see [12]) and ows beneath the earth's crust that possibly lead
to mountain formation and volcanic activity [5, 6, 15]. Not all of the above
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applications exhibit the �nite-time phenomenon described for the honey
drop, and even in cases where it is very likely to occur, it is not always
observed, perhaps because the ow is heavily modi�ed in the extreme end
stages of the processes being considered.

There is a considerable amount of literature concerning the breaking
of liquid jets/�laments to form drops. Liquids ranging from very viscous
through to essentially inviscid have been studied. Most of this work has
focused on drop formation when the jet radius goes to zero in a �nite time
as a result of surface tension. See for example [10, 19, 20]. In these papers,
extension under gravity is not an issue, which it certainly is for the case of
dripping honey.

Gravity-driven slow dripping of a viscous uid emerging from a narrow
vertical tube has been considered by Wilson [35], both with and without
surface tension e�ects, with particular attention being given to the mass
of the drops that form and break away. The ow is modelled by a one-
dimensional slender-drop theory utilising conservation of mass, force balance
on uid particles, and the Trouton assumption [2, 29] relating stress and rate
of strain for extensional ows. A �nite-time phenomenon and crisis time
is identi�ed, similar to that for dripping honey, even with surface tension
neglected, when the cross-sectional area of the drop at some point becomes
zero so that it breaks. Because of the neglect of inertia, the model also
indicates that the drop length becomes in�nite at this crisis time. Wilson
notes that this physical impossibility can be removed by including inertia in
the equations; then (subsequent to a rapid increase near the crisis time) the
drop length will (relatively slowly) tend to in�nity and the cross-sectional
area will tend to zero as time goes to in�nity, with the ultimate break-o�
of the drop being caused by mechanisms of instability. These mechanisms,
however, become important only at times very close to the crisis time, and
hence an inertial-less model that predicts a �nite crisis time is suitable for
determining drop volume and an estimate of the actual the time of rupture.

Gravity-driven extensional ow has also been considered in a geophysical
context by Canright [5] and Houseman and Molnar [15]. Analysis of the
stability of a very viscous uid layer overlying a less dense and much less
viscous uid shows that, when perturbed, vertical `�ngers' of the very viscous
uid grow and extend under gravity into the lower less dense uid. With
neglect of inertia, these �ngers become in�nite in length in a �nite time.
This type of ow may be a mechanism in the formation of mountains, as
`drops' of the earth's lithosphere descend into the asthenosphere [15], and
could conceivably cause other catastrophic geological events.

Fibre spinning is well discussed in the literature (e.g [7, 24]). Typically, in
the manufacturing process, the molten �bre material leaving the spinnerette
rapidly solidi�es and is taken up on a winder. Because the �bre is pulled
at a constant rate, and because of the solidifying of the uid, a true �nite-
time phenomenon cannot occur [8]. Schultz and Davis [24] also consider a
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�bre stretching under its own weight, and, although it was not discussed
in that paper, this is an example where the �nite-time phenomenon will
occur provided solidi�cation does not happen too quickly. The �nite-time
phenomenon for a one-dimensional viscous �bre stretching under gravity
and/or an applied force is mentioned by Kaye [16].

Drawing of viscous sheets, as in the manufacture of sheet glass [9], is quite
similar to �bre spinning, and has been modelled by Howell [14] using a thin-
sheet approximation to the Stokes equations. Again, a constant drawing
velocity and solidi�cation preclude any �nite-time phenomenon.

The \liquid bridge" [12] is a simpli�ed extensional-ow model that is
widely used for ows such as have been mentioned above. A cylindrical
column of uid attached at its ends to two coaxial discs of equal radius is
stretched by pulling the discs apart. When the discs are pulled apart with
a constant velocity [12], or with a velocity that increases exponentially in
time [26], the �nite-time phenomenon will not occur, since it will take an
in�nite time for the liquid bridge to reach in�nite length (ignoring other
factors such as surface tension that cause it to break) [8]. If, on the other
hand, stretching is caused by gravity, say by attaching a falling weight to
one disc [17], then the �nite-time phenomenon will occur. Much attention
has been paid to the mechanisms causing breaking of a liquid bridge and
the inuence of surface tension, gravity and other factors [12]. As for the
slowly-dripping uid discussed previously, it is likely that, for the types of
extensional ow we are considering where the �nite-time phenomenon is a
feature, these factors become important mainly at or close to the crisis time.

A di�erent extensional ow to those we have mentioned so far is pressure-
driven ow of high-viscosity thin �lms such as is used in glass-blowing and
blow-moulding [9, 21, 23]. Stretching of a molten viscous material such
as glass or polymer results from applying a pressure di�erence across the
thickness of the �lm to cause substantial motion in this transverse direc-
tion. Where there is no mould interference, the �nite-time phenomenon is a
feature of this ow, with the radius of the arc formed by the sheet becoming
in�nite in a �nite time [11].

In the present paper, we solve for the time-dependent motion, shape and
length of a �nite mass of Newtonian uid of large constant viscosity that is
initially at rest beneath and in contact with a solid boundary.

The most straightforward procedure for solving this problem is to use
standard computational uid-dynamic tools such as the �nite-element method
[22] to solve the three-dimensional equations of motion, subject to no-slip
boundary conditions on the solid boundary and zero-stress conditions on the
free surface. In this way we can study drops of arbitrary initial shape. The
�nite-element method is the preferred method for numerically modelling a
variety of forming processes [21]. It has been used to simulate liquid bridges
[25], although the use there of a mesh with �xed axial length requires that
the simulation be restricted to to low-rate and small-deformation experi-
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ments. In our dripping-honey example, once the drop begins to move, it
quickly elongates in the direction of gravity. In order to cope with these
large elongations, we employ a �nite-element method with a moving mesh,
such as has been applied to the modelling of blow moulding of containers
[3, 13, 32], the growth of `�ngers' in the earth's lithosphere [15], and by the
present authors to slumping under gravity of molten glass in the form of a
bridge [30] or a lens [27, 28].

However, because of the large elongations seen in the types of ow we
are considering, a slenderness assumption is also possible once this elonga-
tion has occurred, leading to an approximate one-dimensional theory, cf.
[8, 16, 24]. This slenderness assumption may also be valid initially, and we
assume in constructing the approximation that our interest in the ow be-
gins at a time when this is so. The resulting one-dimensional ow can be
described either by Lagrangian or Eulerian methods, and we demonstrate
equivalence between these two viewpoints here. Comparison with the exact
�nite-element computations helps to clarify the regime where the slender-
drop theory is valid.

Our solutions are obtained with neglect of inertia, on the basis that the
viscosity is large, strictly that an appropriate Reynolds number is small; the
ow is thus creeping or Stokes ow and requires accelerations that are very
small compared to the acceleration of gravity. The most important theo-
retical conclusion from these solutions is that the drop length eventually
increases rapidly, and appears to become in�nite at a �nite crisis time. This
was noted by Wilson [35] and Canright [5], and is an inevitable and explicit
property of the approximate slender-drop theory used by these authors and
in the present paper. It is also con�rmed numerically by the present ex-
act �nite-element computations. The latter computations must eventually
fail when the computational grid becomes unreasonably stretched and the
velocities very large. Nevertheless, when applied to drops that are initially
su�ciently slender, they predict drop lengths that are increasing extremely
rapidly near to �nite crisis times that are in close agreement with those
predicted by the approximate theory.

In the real world, drop lengths cannot of course become in�nite, although
the honey example shows that the overall length of the drop plus its con-
necting �lament can indeed become very large compared to the initial drop
length. Meanwhile, however, the main falling head of the drop develops an
acceleration comparable to that of gravity, as the remaining ever-thinning
�lament connection loses its ability to restrain the main drop's transition
into free fall. In that phase of the motion, but only at times that are very
close to the predicted crisis time, the assumption of neglect of inertia loses
its validity. However, as discussed in [35], for uids of large viscosity, it
may be expected that the present results will provide good approximations
until quite close to the crisis time, and in particular will provide a useful
prediction of the actual value of the crisis or �lament-breaking time, and of
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the break point or fraction of the initial drop that falls.

2 Mathematical formulation

Suppose at any time the uid mass lies in 0 < x < L(t); jyj < f(x; z; t), and
is an incompressible Newtonian viscous uid of density � and viscosity �, in
a gravity �eld g acting in the x direction. We neglect inertia, and therefore
have to solve the Stokes equations ([1], p.217)

px = �r2u+ �g (1)

py = �r2v (2)

pz = �r2w (3)

and continuity equation
ux + vy + wz = 0 : (4)

This is subject to no-slip boundary conditions

u = v = w = 0 (5)

at the wall, which is assumed to lie in or close to the plane x = 0, and
no-stress free-boundary conditions ([33], p. 452)

(�p=�+ 2ux)(�fx) + (uy + vx) + (uz + wx)(�fz) = 0 (6)

(uy + vx)(�fx) + (�p=�+ 2vy) + (vz + wy)(�fz) = 0 (7)

(uz + wx)(�fx) + (vz + wy) + (�p=�+ 2vy)(�fz) = 0 (8)

at the side boundary y = f(x; z; t). We must also satisfy a kinematic bound-
ary condition

ft = v � fxu� fzw (9)

on the side boundary. If the drop has a rectangularly cut-o� bottom, i.e. if
f(x; z; t) is not zero at x = L(t), similar free-boundary conditions must also
be satis�ed on the bottom surface.

Our task is to solve the equations (1){(4) subject to boundary conditions
(5){(9) and suitable initial conditions. We shall do this numerically in both
two and three dimensions by �nite-element methods, but �rst discuss an
approximate one-dimensional solution.

3 Slender-drop theory

It is possible to provide an approximate solution of the equations in x2 for
slender drops, i.e. those drops such that the free-surface slope fx in the
vertical direction is everywhere small. The net e�ect of such an approxima-
tion will be that the ow is determined largely one-dimensionally, the key
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variables being a measure u(x; t) (averaged over a cross-section at �xed x)
of the downward vertical velocity, and the net cross-sectional area

A(x; t) = 2

Z
f(x; z; t)dz (10)

of the drop at station x.
Derivation of appropriate equations to determine u and A can be done in

one of two ways. The simplest way is to convert to a Lagrangian speci�cation
x = X(�; t), in which u = Xt. This Lagrangian derivation was given by
Wilson [35] and only the �nal equations are provided here. The label variable
� is such that x = � at t = 0. The area A is then to be determined as a
function of � and t, subject to an initial value A = A0(�) at t = 0.

Conservation of mass combined with a \constitutive" equation relating
one-dimensional stress and rate of strain yields such a formula for A, namely

A(�; t) = A0(�)�
�gt

��

Z L0

�
A0(�1)d�1 (11)

where �� is the so-called \Trouton viscosity" ([29],[2] p.30), which is related
to the actual viscosity � by �� = 3� in three dimensions, and �� = 4� in
two dimensions. Meanwhile, mass conservation demands that

X(�; t) =

Z �

0

A0(�1)

A(�1; t)
d�1 (12)

Combination of these two equations yields via two quadratures all required
information about the ow, given any speci�cation A0(�) of the initial shape.
In particular, if required, the velocity u can then be obtained by time dif-
ferentiation, and the length L(t) of the drop at any time is just given by
L(t) = X(L0; t).

An alternative Eulerian derivation of these results proceeds via a formal
asymptotic expansion with respect to a small parameter � = w0=L0, where
w0=2 is the maximum value of f(x; z; t). This leads to equations for the
one-dimensional dependent variables u(x; t) and A(x; t), namely

@

@x

�
A
@u

@x

�
+
�g

��
A = 0 (13)

involving the Trouton viscosity �� again, and

@A

@t
+

@

@x
[uA] = 0: (14)

Equation (13) has previously been derived (e.g. [8, 14]) in the absence of
gravity, when its solution is immediate. With the gravity term present, the
best procedure to solve (13) coupled with (14) is in fact to revert to the
Lagrangian representation.
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Recognising equation (14) as a one-dimensional continuity equation, it
is not di�cult to make the appropriate changes of variable to retrieve the
Lagrangian-representation equations above. For example, (13) integrates
with respect to x to give �Aux in terms of the weight of the drop beneath
coordinate x, while (14) then shows that this quantity is equal to the time
derivative of A following a uid particle; hence (11) follows by time integra-
tion.

We shall discuss the general case of the above approximate solution later,
but for now let us simply observe the special case in which A0(x) = constant.
This applies both in two dimensions to an initially rectangular slab, and
in three dimensions to an initially cylindrical drop of a general (constant)
cross-section. Then we �nd a length given by

L(t)

L0
= �

t�
t
log

�
1�

t

t�

�
(15)

where
t� =

��
�gL0

: (16)

Thus it is explicit that the solution \blows up", with L(t) ! 1 at the
�nite crisis time t = t�. It is also clear by substitution into (11) that the
area at � = 0 goes to zero at this crisis time t�, so that according to this
approximation, the whole uid mass breaks away from the wall at that time,
cf. [35]. For some other initial drop shapes, some uid will remain attached
to the wall, see later.

4 Finite-element procedure and convergence tests.

The problem as formulated in x2 is suitable for immediate solution using
the �nite-element method. We have used such code [28] to solve these equa-
tions in two-dimensional and axisymmetric cases, although in principle the
general three-dimensional equations can be solved as easily. We use 6-node
triangular mesh elements with quadratic basis functions for velocity, and
linear basis functions for pressure. For numerical integration over a triangu-
lar mesh element, we use a four-point quadrature rule which is exact for 3rd
degree polynomials and which employs only points interior to the element.
The nominal order of convergence [36] of the resulting �nite-element code is
then O(h3), where h is a measure of mesh-element size.

To obtain the time evolution of the geometry we solve

~q = d~r=dt (17)

for the position vector ~r = (x; y; z), given the velocity vector ~q = (u; v; w),
at each of the mesh nodes, using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. The
mesh nodes are then moved to their new positions (i.e. they are material
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nodes), and this constitutes a new meshed geometry, on which the whole
procedure may be repeated. This process continues until a time is reached
when there is an extremely rapid distortion of the mesh, a time beyond
which our computations cannot be continued. This time will be identi�ed
with the \crisis time" predicted by the slender-drop theory.

To demonstrate convergence of our numerical methods, let us �rst take
an initially rectangular two-dimensional slab with a width/length ratio of
0.2, attached to a plane no-slip wall x = 0. We use a non-dimensional for-
mulation, with a length scale of L0 and a time scale of ��=(�gL0). This
means that the slender-drop approximation to the crisis time for this par-
ticular initial drop shape is t� = 1. We exploit the lateral symmetry of the
problem to reduce our computations to half of the rectangular domain, and
demonstrate convergence with respect to both mesh and time-step sizes.

Convergence with increasing numbers of mesh elements has been inves-
tigated both for uniform meshes and for non-uniform meshes with elements
concentrated at the contact corners. As a �rst test, we evaluate the impul-
sively developed velocities at the initial instant of time t = 0+, and examine
convergence of the computed value of the maximum velocity, which occurs
at (x; y) = (0; 1) and is the initial rate of extension L0(0+). As in previ-
ous work [30], the non-uniform mesh was found to converge faster than the
uniform mesh. It is also preferred because mesh elements are clustered in
the area which will see most distortion as time progresses. The results for
the non-uniform mesh are given in Table 1, from which we conclude that a
mesh of about 150 elements (in one half of the domain) is suitable for this
geometry, and gives about three �gures of accuracy.

Table 1: Rate of Extension at t=0
# Elements dL=dt

66 0.029911
146 0.029923
235 0.029926
315 0.029925
409 0.029929
501 0.029929

With respect to convergence with decreasing time step, we consider both
the drop length L(t) and rate of extension dL=dt. We have found the Runge-
Kutta method to give excellent accuracy at times not too close to the cri-
sis time, even for quite large time steps. Accuracy decreases near crisis
time where mesh movements are large, and is clearly identi�ed by non-
conservation of ow domain area (equivalent to non-conservation of mass).
Because of this, we place a restriction on the displacement of any node in a
single time step, reducing the time step if necessary to satisfy this condition.
This has the e�ect of clustering time steps near the crisis time, when there
is most action.
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Table 2 gives some results at t = 1, which is very near the crisis time for
our test geometry, for di�erent values of maximum time step 4t and max-
imum permitted displacement j4~rj. A non-uniform mesh of 146 elements
was used. In fact, t = 1 is the nondimensional crisis time t� in the slender-
drop limit, and the e�ect of thickness is just to increase this time slightly.
Considering the extreme proximity of crisis, where we expect catastrophic
loss of accuracy, these results are extremely good. We have good conserva-
tion of mass (area) with six �gure accuracy for 4t = 0:05 and j4~rj = 0:10.
The corresponding values of L and dL=dt show convergence to seven and
�ve �gures respectively.

Table 2: Length and Rate of Extension at t=1

4t j4~rj # Timesteps L dL=dt Area
0.25 0.50 5 3.019435 0.772955 0.2001449
0.05 0.50 20 3.017544 0.773823 0.2000013
0.25 0.10 20 3.017533 0.773826 0.2000010
0.05 0.10 27 3.017522 0.773827 0.2000001
0.25 0.05 41 3.017522 0.773829 0.2000000
0.05 0.05 43 3.017522 0.773829 0.2000000

Obviously, we are unable to compute at exactly the crisis time, and can
only hope to approach it as closely as possible. Not unexpectedly, as we
approach closer to this crisis time, some of the mesh elements become very
distorted due to the large elongation and pinching-in near the wall, resulting
in numerical error. Re-meshing the ow domain before the elements become
too distorted and too much numerical error results, enables us to compute
closer to the crisis time, until again the mesh elements become excessively
distorted. Eventually we reach a point where we cannot compute any fur-
ther, even if we remesh. To obtain an estimate for the crisis time itself, we
plot L�2 versus time t, and extrapolate to L�2 = 0.

It is instructive to further treat the case of a rectangular initial drop
shape, but now with varying aspect ratio (width/length). As already in-
dicated, there are no extra computational di�culties associated with the
axisymmetric equivalent of the two-dimensional problem, namely an ini-
tially cylindrical drop, and the results are qualitatively similar. Further-
more, as previously indicated (x3), in the slender-drop limit the two and
three-dimensional crisis times di�er only by a factor of three quarters |
the ratio of Trouton viscosities. Since we consistently nondimensionalise the
�nite-element computations with respect to a time scale involving the Trou-
ton viscosity, the nondimensional slender-body estimate of the crisis time
remains at t = 1 in both three and two dimensions.

We �rst consider initially-rectangular two-dimensional slabs with aspect
ratios between 0:1 and 0:4, and with meshes of between 155 and 175 ele-
ments over the half-domain. Figure 2 gives �nite-element computations of
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Figure 2: Length versus time for rectangular slabs.

L�2 versus t for the di�erent aspect ratios considered, and the slender-drop
theory is also shown (dotted) for comparison. There is no extrapolation
in this �gure; the results were computed until a time close enough to the
crisis for the curves to appear to reach the \axis" L�2 = 0 of e�ectively
in�nite drop length on the scale of this �gure. A particular advantage of
plotting L�2 is that the small-time behaviour predicted by the slender-drop
theory is a straight line passing exactly through the crisis point; the actual
curve is then just a small upward deviation from this line. The slender-
drop theory is the small-aspect-ratio limit, and the agreement between the
slender-drop and �nite-element computations is good for the lower aspect
ratios, as expected.

Figures 3 and 4 show in parts (a) the evolution of the shape of the drop
of initial aspect ratio 0.2, as given by the �nite-element method, at times
t = 0:75 and t = 0:95 respectively. The slender-drop approximate pro�les
are also given for comparison in parts (b) of these �gures, the uncorrected
pro�les being the lower of the two curves in each case. There are two types of
apparent di�erence between the exact �nite-element computations and the
uncorrected slender-drop theory, namely an upward shift of the pro�le and
a modi�ed pro�le near the wall. The main e�ect of �nite width is related
to this boundary layer that develops at the wall, which then a�ects the
timescale, so that the actual drops fall slightly slower than the slender-drop
theory predicts. Otherwise, the exact (�nite-di�erence) and approximate
(slender-drop) pro�le shapes are very close if corrected to compensate for
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Figure 3: Initially-rectangular pro�le, at t = 0:75. (a) Finite-element method.
(b) Slender-drop theory, with and without boundary correction.
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Figure 4: Initially-rectangular pro�le, at t = 0:95. (a) Finite-element method.
(b) Slender-drop theory, with and without boundary correction.
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this small time di�erence, except for the region near the wall, which we now
discuss.

5 Wall boundary layer

The slender-drop solution satis�es two boundary conditions on the veloc-
ity u(x; t), corresponding to the second-order character of the PDE (13).
Namely u = 0 at x = 0 and ux = 0 at x = L(t). The �rst is a condition
of zero normal velocity at the wall, the second a condition of zero normal
stress at the bottom. What is missing is a condition such as ux = 0 at
x = 0, which would have ensured no-slip at the wall. Hence in this sense,
the slender-drop theory is an outer singular perturbation [24], analogous to
the inviscid assumption at high Reynolds number. If we wish to describe
the ow near the wall more accurately, we need to match with an inner
approximation analogous to a boundary layer.

In the exact problem, the free surface of the drop remains tethered to
the wall at its initial position, whereas the slender-drop theory suggests
that its outer edges move inward with time, slipping along the wall. As
we see from the �nite-element computations, this is not an unreasonable
description of the behaviour at a cross-section a short distance below the
wall, that distance being of the (vertical) extent of about one drop thickness.
Between the wall and that cross-section, there is compensation for failure of
the slender-drop theory to satisfy no-slip, and in that region the velocities
are not dominated by vertical motion, and the free surfaces are not close
to vertical, so that the slender-drop assumptions are not valid. The ow in
this inner domain is not easy to analyse, and in one sense the �nite-element
computation provides the best way to do so.

However, it is possible to give an empirical discussion of the wall bound-
ary layer as follows. An approximate model for ow near the top no-slip
boundary can be found using a variant of the \squeeze bearing" problem
([4], p. 392) of lubrication theory. In that problem, two parallel rigid no-slip
walls, separated by a small distance, move relative to one another in the di-
rection normal to their surfaces. A viscous liquid occupies a portion of the
space between them, with the edges of the liquid region open to the atmo-
sphere. A thin-layer momentum equation coupled with mass conservation
and overall force balance in the direction normal to the plates allows the
prediction of plate speed as a function of spacing, width of the liquid-�lled
region, liquid viscosity and the applied force. The particular modi�cations
appropriate to the present wall boundary layer will now be described in more
detail for the two-dimensional case.

As before, the liquid region is bounded above by the stationary y axis,
upon which the condition v = 0 is imposed. Let us assume that the extent
of this boundary is jyj < w0=2. A second arti�cial material boundary is
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now taken to be the line x = h(t) > 0, on which the stress component
proportional to vx is taken as zero. This kinematically and dynamically
constrained ow is representative of the shear-dominated region when h is
small. The simpli�ed momentum equation is

py = �vxx (18)

and the inward ux through any station y is

Z h

0
vdx = �yht (19)

by mass conservation. Because h is small, py is independent of x and the
velocity pro�le is parabolic. Performing the ux integration and imposing
the boundary condition p = 0 at y = �w0=2, the pressure variation is

p = �
3�ht
2h3

h
w2
0=4� y2

i
: (20)

The integral of the pressure from �w0=2 to w0=2 is equated to the tension
or weight �W . This equality can be rearranged as

ht
h

=
4Wh2

�w3
0

: (21)

The left-hand side is recognized as a rate-of-strain for a layer of thickness h
while the stress or weight per unit length is W=w0. The factor of propor-
tionality between them is an equivalent or Trouton viscosity

�� = 4�

�
w0

4x

�2

(22)

where h has been replaced by the material moving interface x(t). The
boundary-layer thickness is seen to be of the order of the drop width w0, a
conclusion that could also be reached immediately by dimensional consider-
ations. A composite empirical expression for the Trouton viscosity, reducing
to (22) when x is small and agreeing with the two-dimensional Trouton [29]
result �� = 4� for large x, is

�� = 4�

"
1 +

1

16

�
w0

x

�2
#
: (23)

This e�ective extensional viscosity has the necessary property that it be-
comes unbounded as x goes to zero, thereby enforcing the pinning of the
contact points at y = �w0=2 by solidifying the uid there. Both the squared
dependence on w0=x and the value of the constant pre-factor 1=16 result
from the kinematical assumption that cross-sections x = constant are ma-
terial surfaces that remain horizontal; thus they may be modi�ed easily if a
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more accurate inner model is used, and indeed there is some indication in
Figures 3 and 4 that the present theory may slightly over-correct.

An entirely analogous procedure for the axisymmetric problem with base
radius w0=2 yields a modi�ed Trouton viscosity

�� = 3�

"
1 +

1

32

�
w0

x

�2
#
: (24)

for that case.
For the two-dimensional case and an initially rectangular drop of length

L0 and width w0, the shape evolution x = X(�; t) employing the above
boundary-layer expression is the solution of the linear �rst-order ODE

d�

dx
= 1�

�gL0t

4�

1� �
L0

1 +
w2

0

16x2

(25)

which may be integrated in closed form. As an example we show as the
upper curves of parts (b) of Figures 3 and 4, the corrected shape of the
drop with w0=L0 = 0:2, at times t = 0:75 and t = 0:95. These corrections
were obtained by integrating equation (25) and substituting the result for
� = �(x) in equation (11). When compared with the (essentially exact)
�nite-element solution shown in parts (a) of these Figures, a signi�cantly
improved agreement is clearly achieved by inclusion of this boundary-layer
correction in the slender-drop theory.

6 Break points

According to the slender-drop theory for a general initial drop shape A0(�),
the crisis time occurs when the drop's cross-section area A(�; t) as given by
equation (11) vanishes at some station �. Since both A0(�) and its integral

V (�) =

Z L0

�
A0(�1)d�1 (26)

(the volume lying below station �) are positive quantities, this must always
happen at some su�ciently large time t. From equation (11), it will happen
�rst at the station � = �� where V (�)=A0(�) takes its maximum value L�,
and then the crisis time will be

t� =
��
�gL�

: (27)

The drop will then break at that station ��, with the portion 0 < � < �� of
the original drop remaining attached to the wall, and the portion �� < � < L0

going into free fall for t > t�. Whenever the crisis time is given by (27), it is
convenient to refer to the quantity L� as the \e�ective length" of the drop.
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The break point, e�ective length and crisis time given in this simple
manner by the slender-drop theory, will be correct even though we ignore the
boundary-layer correction, provided only that the break point does not fall
within this boundary layer, which has thickness of the same order as the drop
width. Should this occur, then the breaking behaviour will vary somewhat
from this prediction, as is shown by the �nite-element computations.

In many cases, the quantity V (�)=A0(�) is monotone decreasing, with its
maximum at the wall � = 0. Hence in such cases, the slender-drop theory
predicts breakage at the wall (cf. [16]), with the whole initial mass going
into free fall. For example, the family

A0(�) = A0(0)

�
1�

�

L0

�n
(28)

for any power n > �1, has

V (�)

A0(�)
=

L0 � �

n+ 1
: (29)

Hence �� = 0 and the e�ective length is L� = L0=(n+ 1). Note that n = 0
is the rectangular or cylindrical case considered earlier where the e�ective
length is equal to the actual initial length; n = 1 for the axisymmetric case
is a paraboloidal initial drop of a quite sensible form. Figure 5 shows pro�les
for this paraboloidal initial drop. These pro�les are at a scaled time interval
of 0.05, the last pro�le shown being at t = 1:95, compared to a scaled crisis
time of t� = 2.

When �� = 0, the break point is formally at the wall itself according
to the slender-drop theory, and hence it lies inside the wall boundary layer.
Therefore, the �nite element and slender-drop solutions will di�er, as we
have already seen. Actual breaking occurs at a point which has an initial
distance from the wall comparable with the boundary-layer thickness, with
some material in that layer being left behind. However, this distance is
formally of the same size as the drop width, and hence small relative to the
drop length, with the volume left behind being of the order of �2, which is
small compared to the total order-� volume of the drop. Hence formally we
can consider that the drop does indeed break at the wall as indicated by the
slender-drop theory, although the actual crisis time is a little longer. Our
�nite-element computations con�rm this description.

On the other hand, it is possible for the predicted break point to occur at
a non-trivial station �� > 0, so long as V (�)=A0(�) has an interior maximum.
For example, consider an axisymmetric family of drops with initial area
pro�les given by

A0(�) = A0(0)

�
1�

�

L0

�
exp(Y 2 � �2) (30)
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Figure 5: Initially-paraboloidal drop
(� = 0).
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Figure 6: Drop with � = 1:34016, such
that half of the volume falls.

where Y = �(1 � �=L0) and � is a given parameter. If � = 0, we retrieve
the paraboloidal drop n = 1 discussed above. We �nd

V (�)

A0(�)
=

�
L0

2�

�
1� e�Y

2

Y
(31)

which has a maximum of magnitude L� = 0:3191L0=� at Y = 1:1209. Hence
if � > 1:1209 and the drop is su�ciently slender, breakage occurs at �=L0 =
1 � 1:1209=�, with the above e�ective length L� and hence a crisis time t�
given by (27). For example, if � = 1:34016, the break point �=L0 = 0:1636
is such that exactly half of the volume of the original drop falls, with L� =
0:2381L0. Figure 6 shows pro�les for this case, at a scaled time interval of
0.1, the last pro�le shown being at a scaled time t = 4:1 close to the scaled
crisis time t� = 4:200. These results were computed from the slender-drop
theory without allowance for the wall boundary layer, i.e. with no correction
for no-slip on the wall.

The same initial drop was also used as input to our �nite-element code.
A near-crisis pro�le at t = 4:0 is shown in Figure 7(a), where we have taken
a drop initial half-width of 0:05L0 such that the break point falls outside
of the boundary layer. The resemblance of the near-crisis pro�le to the
slender-drop solution in Figure 6 (the corresponding pro�le with t = 4:0
being the \next-to-end" one in that Figure; note the agreement for the
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length L(4:0)=L0 � 8:3), shows that the break point and crisis time are
independent of the no-slip wall condition. To emphasize this feature, we
also implemented an arti�cial \slip" wall condition in our �nite-element
program, yielding the pro�le at t = 4:0 shown in Figure 7(b). The pro�les
for the slip and no-slip walls are remarkably similar to each other at t = 4:0,
and this similarity continues for times closer to the crisis time t � 4:2.
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Figure 7: Finite-element solution of drop with � = 1:34016 at t = 4:0. (a) No-slip
wall boundary, (b) Slip wall boundary.

As we increase the drop width from 0:05L0, and hence increase the ver-
tical extent of the boundary layer, we reach a point where the predicted
break point falls within the boundary layer. When this happens, the wall
boundary conditions do a�ect the �nal outcome, and the �nite-element so-
lution cannot be expected to compare as well with the slender-drop theory,
for either crisis time or break point. The further the break point falls inside
the boundary layer, the greater the di�erence between the two results. For
a drop half-width of 0:1L0, the break point is only just within the boundary
layer, and the solution at t = 4:0 is quite similar to those in Figure 7. For
times closer to crisis, however, a marked di�erence between a slip and no-
slip wall boundary develops, showing the importance of the wall boundary
condition in this case.
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7 Conclusion

The emphasis in the present paper has been on the �nite-time phenomenon,
which was discussed by Wilson [35], but has not often been highlighted
in the literature on extensional ows. The slender-drop approximation indi-
cates this phenonemon explicitly for drops falling under gravity, and enables
determination of crisis times, pro�les and break-points in terms of simple
quadratures. This theory is equivalent to one-dimensional theories of both
Lagrangian and Eulerian character that have been used extensively in the
literature, although the connection between the Lagrangian and Eulerian
descriptions, established here, is non-trivial.

Because the wall boundary layer is not modelled by the usual slender-
drop approximation, its importance is not always appreciated. We have
developed a method for correcting the slender-drop theory for this boundary
layer, through a modi�ed non-constant expression for the Trouton viscosity.
Nevertheless, we have demonstrated that crisis times and break points can
be quite accurately predicted without this empirical correction, provided
that breaking occurs below the boundary layer.

In addition, in the present paper we have used a �nite-element computer
program to solve the unapproximated Stokes-ow problem, both in two and
three (axisymmetric) dimensions. This program was developed mainly for
industrial applications, e.g. in optical manufacturing, but has wide appli-
cability for low-Reynolds number ows with free surfaces. When applied
to slender drops, the �nite-element program con�rms the accuracy of the
approximate theories. However, it is also immediately applicable to drops
whose initial pro�le is not slender.

The example of Figure 1 illustrates such an axisymmetric non-slender
computation, where the \honey" is initially held in a \spoon" consisting of a
shallow spherical cap. The crisis time appears in this example to correspond
to an e�ective length of about L� = R=43, where R is the radius of the
sphere. It is an interesting topic for further research to consider the way in
which the e�ective length L� depends on actual initial drop size and shape
for arbitrary non-slender drops.
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